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JESSICAROSE GARVEY 

701. Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for 
Community Development: 

I refer to Jessicarose Garvey, a four-month-old baby who was known to the Department for Community 
Development before her death in July 2003.  She died in horrific circumstances.  She had a broken arm - the 
bone had been snapped in two - collarbone injuries, broken ribs, fractures to a hip, knees and ankles, numerous 
bruises, and serious swelling and haemorrhaging in the brain. 

(1) Will the minister detail why on child death notifications received between 1 July and 31 July 2003 on 
“Internal Reviews to be Undertaken” - DCD internal document - under the heading “Cause identified by 
Coroner” Jessicarose is noted as having died from possible sudden infant death syndrome; baby stopped 
breathing in the early evening after being fed; ambulance attended but could not be revived? 

(2) Will the minister detail whether the cause of death was written in by the Director General of the 
Department for Community Development; and, if so, why? 

(3) The same page also lists a two-month-old baby girl whose family had 17 contacts with the department 
before she died, and the cause of death is noted as possible SIDS; baby died overnight while sleeping on 
a mattress in the family home.  What was the cause of this child’s death? 

(4) The same page also lists a three-month-old baby girl whose family had three contacts with the 
department before her death, and the cause of death is noted as possible SIDS; found in the early 
morning not breathing and cold, taken to hospital but could not be revived.  What was the cause of this 
child’s death? 

(5) Why are these children listed as SIDS deaths? 

(6) Why does the department have a heading “Cause identified by Coroner” when SIDS was obviously not 
the cause of death of Jessicarose Garvey?   

Hon KATE DOUST replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of this question.  The Minister for Community Development has provided 
the following response -  

(1)-(2) This is based on information provided in the notification to the department from the coroner. 

(3)-(5) All questions about causes of death should be referred to the coroner. 

(6) The director general routinely advises the Child Death Review Committee of notifications from the 
coroner when the case is to be referred to the committee for review.   

 


